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Alabama vs Obama, added to
Georgia Judge Orders Obama
Appear at Trial Jan. 26 and
Provide
Birth Cert. and I.D.
Georgia became the first state to pursue Obama ballot ineligibility com-

Aloha Molokai Bee Keepers: be informed that the small hive beetle is spreading on Molokai, and we need to rally against it. We are hoping to get all beekeepers on board to trap the beetles while it is still early for us. We don't want to lose
our hives like the other islands. We can work together on this. Please note there
will be special speakers from the UH-Manoa Honeybee Lab as well as others with
experience. Please do make it a point to attend, get your beetle traps.
Brenda Kaneshiro c/o Molokai Meli LLC phone: 558-8204

King Obama Demands More
Trillions from Tax Slaves USA

Obama formally notified Congress last week
Thursday of his intent to raise the nation's debt ceiling by $1.2 trillion. Congress has 15 days to say no
before the nation's debt ceiling automatically is
raised from $15.2 trillion to $16.4 trillion.
In a letter to House Speaker John Boehner,
Obama wrote that "further borrowing is required to
meet existing commitments."
Obama has lived like a king on other people’s
money for three years: he played over 92 rounds of
golf in three years while everybody is suffering;
flown all over the world at Taxpayers’ expense; had
lavish parties and concerts at Taxpayers’ expense;
has sent his wife on government jets four hours
ahead of him to Hawaiian vacation, while the 16 percent unemployment, real unemployment in this
country are slammed by increased fuel and food costs. Obama, is the Usurper
Dictator head of Organized Crime in DC who pretends to care about the middle
class but lives like a king at the public trough. What financial sacrifices have the
Obamas made? What money of theirs do they have that is theirs, that they have
earned? How many no-show jobs has Michelle Obama had? How many people
get to spend other people‘s money like they do and then act like they’re entitled
to do it, in the midst of so much economic suffering throughout the country?

plaints and the end result may keep usurper Barack Obama OFF the Georgia
2012 ballot! Georgia Secretary of State Brian Kemp’s office is pursuing FIVE
separate ineligibility complaints filed by Georgia residents against Obama.
Also, MAN reported last week that Judge Malihi in Georgia has signed the
subpoena on request of attorney Orly Taitz. It is issued from that court to compel Obama to appear at trial and provide certified vital records from Hawaii and
elsewhere under all of the names he used: Soetoro, Soebarkah, and Obama.
Obama’s badly forged “birth certificate” has not ended the debate on his eligibility, invites further allegations of fraud and ineligibility. Barack Hussein
Obama II is not now and never can be a natural born citizen of the United States,
and therefore Obama is usurping the Office by FRAUD and unConstitutionally.
The nefarious case of Barack Hussein Obama sits as a gaping wound to the
Constitution’s integrity, and to our ordered liberty. America is left in an abject
posture of unprecedented vulnerability to our national security, sovereignty and
prosperity UNTIL THIS CONSTITUTIONAL CRISIS IS RESOLVED!
Americans for Freedom of Information has Released copies of Obama’s
college transcripts from Occidental College they obtained under court order from
California Superior Coourt. Obama’s undergraduate transcript is under the name
Barry Soetoro, shows he received financial aid as a foreign student from
Indonesia. The transcript shows that Obama (Soetoro) applied for financial aid
and was awarded as a foreign students from the Fulbright Foundation Scholarship
program. To qualify for the scholarship, a student must claim foreign citizenship.
US Supreme Court has finally awakened: Justice Antonin Scalia announced
that the Supreme Court agreed yesterday to hear arguments concerning Obama’s
eligibility to serve as President in a case brought by Leo Donofrio. This lawsuit
claims Obama’s dual citizenship disqualified him from serving as president.
Donofrio’s case is one of 18 lawsuits brought by citizens demanding proof of
Obama’s citizenship or lack of qualification to serve as president. Along with
the evidence that he was born in Kenya and there is no record of him ever applying for US citizenship, and his 1981 travel to Pakistan using pass port from
Britian or Indonesia, Obama’s scam may be ending soon, in prison.
Everything Obama does is without Constitutional authority, and his actions
serve a single purpose, consolidation of power, all power, in the Obama regime’s
Federal Police State, with Obama as King or Dictator or Muslim Priest.
These cases could revolutionize the legal system AND return the judiciary to
the duty our Founding Fathers intended – protecting the citizenry from Federal
power mongering.
Look at economic crises Obama is facilitating: Barack Obama has already
spent the federal budget for the two years of the next administration, whoever’s
in charge of it. He’s already spent it. The entire federal budget for fiscal 2013
and 2014 is already spent. That’s how much money Obama spent. Every ounce
of misery, economic misery in this country is directly traceable to the Obama
regime, Clintons, Holder, complicit media, the Israeli Lobby, and the offices of
congress-traitors Pelosi and Reid, and every DC Democrat and staff member. For
Barack Obama his POTUS usurpation fraud is a path to becoming a millionaire.
Obama Press Secretary, Jay Carney yesterday, asked about Obama’s personal history, his identity, who is Obama, said, “Well (muttering). It’s not important.
It’s not relevant! What do you mean? He’s the King! He doesn’t have to tell you
that.” That’s just their attitude.
The PEOPLE just won a major battle against Obama’s Attorney General Eric
Holder’s corrupted Department of Justice. Thankfully, a federal judge has ended
Attorney General Eric Holder’s two-year political persecution of Florida pro-life
educator Mary Susan Pine!
Holder and the DOJ had sought to levy thousands of dollars in fines against
Pine as well as get a permanent injunction banning her from continuing her faithful 20-year ministry outside an abortion clinic in West Palm Beach, Florida.
Judge Ryskamp chastised Holder for seeking to apply federal law in a clearly
unconstitutional manner. Unfortunately, Holder himself was not yet prosecuted
and sent to prison for his obviously malicious persecution under color of law.
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American Safari Cruises to
Molokai Resume Jan 21
Reported, some sort of compromise between Molokai protestors and the
Safari Cruise ship was agreed in order to avoid another blockade in Kaunakakai
Harbor when an American Safari Cruise vessel pulls into port, January 21. And,
a community meeting was held yesterday, Jan.17 at the Mitchell Pau’ole community center from 4:30 p.m.6:30 p.m.
State Land Director William Aila worked out a compromise with community activist Walter Ritte. "We worked out with the community that we would
have these discussions that would lead to a better planning process for tourism
on Molokai as a whole, and as a result the community has consented to the
return of America Safari returning for the rest of the cruise season,” said Aila.
However, there will be a Linda Lingle-style U.S. Coast Guard enforcement
of a security zone in the harbor that will be in place before and after the vessel
is dockside, like when Lingle made war on Americans with the illegal
Superferry entering Nawiliwili Harbor on Kauai. That was treason with guns.
"The security zone is going to be in place one hour before the Safari
Explorer goes into Kaunakakai... we want everyone cleared out of there at that
time," said U.S. Coast Guard Lt. Gene Maestas. Also, Enforcement officers on
Jet Skis are expected to help make sure the safety zones are in place.
Officials want to avoid what happened with the Hawaii Super Ferry on
Kauai a few years ago. Residents paddled out on surfboards and canoes and prevented the ship from pulling into port.
American Safari told KITV this week that it expects to be welcomed this
time when it pulls into port on Jan. 21. But officials are planning for the possibility of a disruption nonetheless. [Sounds like a vote of no confidence in the
Walter Ritte/William Aila compromise].

Kalaupapa Air Fare Reduced
from $500 to $77

Police State Is Watching US with Drones

Texas police [looks like military to me!] pose with their drone.
Obama regime is increasingly seeking tools to suppress dissent among the
populace, lest that dissent lead to revolution.
It’s a worrisome trend that runs parallel to new detention powers mandated
under the recently enacted National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA).
Washington elites claim they have the power to order assassinations of Americans
without ever putting them on trial.
As far as the procedure is concerned, Reuters reports that, according to officials, targeted individuals “are placed on a kill or capture list by a secretive panel
of senior government officials, which then informs the president of its decisions.”
Reuters states that the official justification for this is that “the actions were
permitted by Congress when it authorized the use of military force against militants in the wake of the attacks of Sept. 11, 2001.”
Under these broad rules, then, even the most tenuous connection to a person
or ideology deemed dangerous by the U.S. government could make someone a
target for murder by the government.
In fact, the story goes on to say that the Obama administration “has not made
public an accounting of the classified evidence” that the Muslim cleric who was
a U.S. citizen assassinated via unmanned drone by order of the Obama regime
was “operationally involved in planning terrorist attacks,” and that officials
acknowledged that some of the intelligence purporting to show Anwar’s hands-on
role in plotting attacks “was patchy.”
The use of unmanned aircraft to carry out such assassinations is on the rise
internationally, and an expansion of surveillance on Americans is occurring as
well from the land and, now, the air.
Online news and commentary site “Talking Points Memo” reported last
month that police in Arlington, Texas have a surveillance drone and that the
mayor of Ogden, Utah was working to get an unmanned blimp that would “fly
over the city and serve as a deterrent to crime.” Also, in North Dakota, the report
said, one family was arrested with the help of a Predator B drone. The article also
revealed that the Houston police chief is considering using drones for issuing traffic tickets. [Hey, why not admit it, police will use drones to kill, too.]
=================================================

The $500 cost on Pacific Wings was too much for most people.
"We didn't go on the flights so many times the planes came in with one passenger you know no passengers,” said Sister Rose Ahuna.
Pacific Wings did not use federal subsidies instead charged market rates.
That changed when Makani Kai and other bidders approached the federal
government about EAS service that would subsidize the cost partially.
Makani Kai was the winning bidder and the result was a lower cost in
flights for both locals and visitors. Residents of Kalaupapa will pay 50%
reduced price.
Many say it will make a big difference to the future of Kalaupapa.
"Being able to have affordable fares to Kalaupapa is going to allow more
people from around the world to come to Hawaii to come specifically to
Kalaupapa,” said Richard Schuman, owner of Makani Kai air carrier.
Makani Kai will start by operating one plane between Oahu and
Kalauapapa and Kalauapapa and Topside on a daily basis.
In addition to this nine-seater they will also be refurbishing a cargo plane to
go back to passenger service
Richard Schuman, owner of Makani Kai Charters says they were allotted
for 60 landings a week, providing twice daily service from Honolulu six days a
week and one round trip on Sundays.
“You know very well, and the stupid Americans know equally well, that we
Up until the contract was awarded, prices on a competitive carrier had risen control their government, irrespective of who sits in the White House. You see, I
to nearly five hundred dollars round trip, just from Kalaupapa to the Molokai know it and you know it that no American president can be in a position to chalairport. A trip that residents say took only eight minutes.
lenge us even if we do the unthinkable. What can they (Americans) do to us? We
control congress, we control the media, we control show biz, and we control
everything in America. In America you can criticize God, but you can’t criticize
Israel…” Israeli spokeswoman, Tzipora Menache
see more info at http://www.pakalertpress.com/2009/03/16/six-jewish-comcall 558 8253 for appointment/ estimate.
panies-own-96-of-the-worlds-media/
Below: Obama forged birth certificates return to visit him for justice!

Six Zionist Companies Own 96% of
the World's Media
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Obama’s Eric Holder declared
to be hostile witness re: Gun
Run Fast/Furious to Mexico

Molokai's Forum For Freedom
Individual’s Sovereignty vs Slavery
by George Peabody ph. 558-8253 email:

"We have staked the whole of all our political institutions upon the capacity of mankind for self-governChairman Darrell Issa has declared Attorney General Eric Holder to be a
ment, upon the capacity of each and all of us to govern
“hostile
witness” to express his extreme dissatisfaction over Holder’s testimony
ourselves, to control ourselves, to sustain ourselves
regarding
“Operation Fast and Furious” to the House Oversight Committee.
according to the Ten Commandments of God."—

Bill of Rights 2nd Amendment:
“A well regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and
bear arms shall not be infringed.”
Wake up militia! Use it , or lose it ! Got your gun, yet?
"...with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually
pledge to each other our lives, or fortunes and our sacred honor."
(Unanimous Declaration.of Independence)
If you will not fight for the right when you can easily win without bloodshed,
and, if you will not fight when your victory will be sure and not too costly, you
may come to the moment when you will have to fight with all the odds against
you and only a precarious chance of survival. There may even be a worse case.
You may have to fight when there is no hope of victory, because it is better to perish than live as slaves.
“The people cannot delegate to government the power to do anything which
would be unlawful for them to do themselves.”- John Locke
"Those who make peaceful change impossible,
make violent change inevitable." -- Robert F. Kennedy

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Enforce the Bill of Rights !
————————————
"And how we burned in the camps later, thinking: What would things have
been like if every Security operative [insert your favorite alphabet Gang DEA,
BATFE, H.S., TSA, FBI, IRS, NSA, CIA, LEOs etc. here], when he went out at
night to make an arrest, had been uncertain whether he would return alive and
had to say goodbye to his family? Or if, during periods of mass arrests, as for
example in Leningrad, when they arrested a quarter of the entire city, people hadnot simply sat there in their lairs, paling in terror at every bang of the downstairs
door and at every step on the staircase, but had understood they had nothing left
to lose [neither do you now] and had boldly set up in the downstairs hall an
ambush of half a dozen people with axes, hammers, pokers, or whatever else was
at hand. The Organs would very quickly have suffered a shortage of officers and
transports and, notwithstanding all of Stalin's thirst; the cursed machine would
have ground to a halt!" -- The Gulag Archipelago, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn

Attorney General Eric Holder is in growing disfavor with scores of
Congressmen who are calling for a vote of “no confidence” in Holder’s management of the DOJ. Others are loudly calling for his impeachment.
“You have made numerous statements about Fast and Furious that have eventually been proven to be untrue. Your lack of trustworthiness while speaking
about Fast and Furious has called into question your overall credibility as
Attorney General.”
Issa’s anger at the unreliability of the DOJ’s testimony led him to declare the
Attorney General of the United States to be a “hostile witness” in the investigation. Shouldn’t we expect more of the nation’s top law enforcement officer?
Holder is now slated to appear before the Oversight Committee on February
2nd to address extreme managerial failures, a lack of response from the DOJ to
Congress, and the DOJ’s misleading testimonies.
When Eric Holder should be prosecuting terrorists, he is wasting time manufacturing baseless lawsuits against law-abiding, pro-life Americans and engaging in other politically-inspired campaigns against pro-liberty, pro-family citizens! Such actions by the Attorney General are abuses of power and examples of
intolerably misplaced priorities! In 2008, Holder refused to prosecute members
of the New Black Panthers who were caught on video engaging in voter intimidation during Barack Obama’s first presidential campaign.
Obama and Attorney General Holder have refused to allocate legal resources
to defend the Defense Of Marriage Act (DOMA) – yet Holder will exhaust ALL
legal resources to defend ObamaCare, which is blatantly unconstitutional !
Eric Holder is sworn to be our nation’s “top cop,” yet I, along with many
other attorneys and professionals in the nation’s legal system, no longer have confidence in Mr. Holder’s professional judgment, or his opinions and advice, which
are the chief requirements for successfully performing the duties of the United
States Attorney General.
From the day Eric Holder took his oath of office as Attorney General, his
tenure as our nation’s “top law enforcement officer” can only be described as one
scandalous dereliction of duty after another.
Scores of congressional and political leaders are now uniting to call for Eric
Holder’s resignation or impeachment. Representative Paul Gosar has introduced
a House Resolution for a vote of “No Confidence” that has at least 100 signers
against Holder if Attorney General Holder stubbornly refuses to resign.
Now is the time to put an end to Eric Holder’s scandalous mismanagement
of the nation’s highest law enforcement office. Now is the time for Eric Holder to
step down as head of Barack Obama’s Department of Justice! How many more
outrageous cases will Eric Holder initiate to advance the Obama Administration’s
political interests? Damn right, way past time, DO IT NOW !!

Gun Rights Refresher
1. An armed man is a citizen. An unarmed man is a subject.
2. A gun in the hand is better than a cop on the phone.
3. If guns cause crime, then pencils cause misspelled words.
4. "Free" men do not ask permission to bear arms.
5. If you don't know your rights you don't have any.
6. Those who trade liberty for security have neither.
7. What part of "shall not be infringed" do you not understand?
8. The Second Amendment is to enforce the other 9 Amendments.
9. 64,999,987 firearms owners killed no one yesterday.
10. Guns only have two enemies; rust and politicians.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Know guns, know peace, know safety.
No guns, no peace, no safety.
You don't shoot to kill; you shoot to stay alive.
911 - government sponsored Dial-a-Prayer.
Assault is a behavior, not a gun device.
Criminals love gun control -- it makes their jobs safer.
If guns cause crime, then matches cause arson.
Only a government that is afraid of citizens prohibits guns.
You only have the rights you are willing to fight for.
Remove the people's right to bear arms, you create slaves.
The American Revolution was about gun control.

Crimes of Politicians Must Be Stopped by The People (You are The Militia)

The crime on our streets is a tiny fraction of the crime in the offices of our politicians and bureaucrats - the massive majority of crime is committeed by the criminal classes in
power. Just look at the constant abuse of power in our State government offices and you will realize the extent of crime in Government. Just consider just how many BILLIONS of
dollars a day Government extorts from the people and how little WE get in return; and just how comfortable the politicians make themselves at the expense of the peoples they extort!
The goal of the founders of America was to restrict government within severe limits and to protect the rights of soverign individuals. Government has NO rights!
Judges are impeachable. Furthermore, judges may be removed immediately for violating oaths of office, involvement in conspiracies, extortion, and failing to uphold their duty
to the common law. Judges can also be arrested, they are not exempt from this nor are any other officials, including the President of the United States.
Do the people have the power to do this? Yes, the people have the power to do everything to defend our country against all enemies foreign or domestic politician, and government has no power to say otherwise. Fascist bureaucrats might send out its armed marauders, but a huge group of The People (Militia) armed with guns as guaranteed their Right to
keep and bear arms by the 2nd Amendment is likely to stop them unless the governments decide that it is time to begin mass killings of all people who believe in the rights of Man.

Wake up ! Enforce the Bill of Rights !
“A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.” Exercise the 2nd Amendment.

S
A
F
E
T
Y
!

Private
Lessons;
Livefire
Practice

Call

558-8253

Bill of Rights
2 nd Am en d ment:
“A well regulated Militia,
being necessary to the
security of a free State,
the right of the people
to keep and bear arms,
shall not be infringed.”
Use it or lose it !
ph. 558-8253
Join the club! N.R.A.
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Obama Dictator
2012 Exposed:
his Mask if Off!

The mask is fully off. Barack Obama
is the most corrupt, power-mad occupant
of the White House in this nation’s illustrious history. By his actions in bypassing
Congress and making appointments that should be subject to Senate approval
while the Senate is still in session and innumerable extra-constitutional actions
since he usurped the Office of President with fraud, he is following in the footsteps
of the despots who dominated the 20th century.
In late September of 2008, it became clear to me that Barack Obama would
be voted president. Based on his background, education, motivation, and indoctrination, I saw a man who could single-handedly destroy the country and someone with no respect for the history, the Constitution, or the people of the United
States. The specter of a megalomaniac who was a stranger to the truth and would
or say or do anything to achieve or retain power overcame me. In Barack Obama
and his fellow travelers, I saw what I feared the most since I came to this country:
a person and a political mindset that would, if allowed, spell the end of the noblest
experiment in the history of mankind: the Constitution for the United States of
America based in moral self governance, liberty and freedom, a nation governed
by We The People who assigned limited and specific powers to public severants.
I had to survive a war that was precipitated by those who were initially elected by the people in a democratic fashion. Yet once in power, they began to systematically usurp and overthrow the rule of law. Their lust for power led them to
shred any written constitution or traditions as they systematically imposed new
regulations, laws, and executive orders geared primarily to centralize authority in
the government as individual rights and liberties were extinguished. In due
course, they and their cronies became the government, as the people were powerless to stop them.
It was at that point that I wrote my first article for American Thinker in an
attempt to warn the people of America that the result of the 2008 election would
be critical to the nation’s survival. This was the first column I had written since
my college days over 40+ years before, and I am eternally grateful to AT for publishing it and giving me a forum to speak to the American people.
The people of Germany, the most advanced society in continental Europe, or
Italy in the first four years of the 1930s, would have found it incredible to imagine
what became of those countries by 1945, not think it even remotely possible.
The history of the United States and its traditions of liberty and individual
freedom should be a bulwark against the successful emergence of people like
Obama and his cronies. Yet why are the media, or the opposition party, or the
members of Congress or the judiciary not shouting from the highest hilltop and
taking action to stop these power-grabs? Has this country enjoyed peace and prosperity so long that everyone is jaded and preoccupied in a self-induced stupor
either ignoring what’s happening or saying that these unconstitutional steps are
minor? Is it because Obama happens to have black skin and everyone is too intimidated by political correctness to speak? Or is it as it was in Germany, Italy, and
Russia among many — a belief that the worst could never happen here?
I have seen and experienced the worst that man can offer, I am not intimidated, and I will say without reservation that Barack Obama and his cronies have the
same mindset in their tactical approach, philosophy, and lust for power that was
extant in Benito Mussolini and the Fascists in the early days of their regime. If
the apologists for those in power in Washington want to vilify me for that comparison, so be it.
To the American people, it is far beyond time to wake up to who this man in
the White House is and what his ambitions are. As for the Republicans in the
Congress or running for office, the task is upon your shoulders to stop Barack
Obama in his tracks before he goes any farther. It is time to do your sworn duty to
preserve and protect the country. And for the Democrats who are so blinded by
party loyalty that they would sell their country for the proverbial thirty pieces of
silver, the long-term difficulties and potential downfall of the greatest nation on
earth will be your legacy.

Molokai High School News
Global Vision Summit Molokai 2012: WATER
Please join us Friday January 20, 2012 from 1:00-4:30 PM at Molokai High
School room N-101 We will be discussing some of the challenges surrounding
access to adequate and clean water in communities of the South Pacific and Asia
and explore solutions. Students, Parents and Community Members are encouraged
to attend. The seminar is FREE; optional $3 donation to Charity:Water
<http://www.charitywater.org/whywater/>http://www.charitywater.org/whywater/
If you have any questions please contact either Laura Buller or Manuwai Peters at
567-6950. Students who attend and participate in this activity are eligible to apply
for PAAC Travel Programs. [Teacher comments: I will not be able to attend this
meeting but the water issue might be solved in one word, desalinization. Yes,
building a desalinization plant is expensive up front, but done properly, we could
use solar, wind, and ocean power to run the plant. We could end up selling water
to Oahu, Maui, and Lanai, and properly filtered and bottled, could be sold along
side Dasani :)Food for thought. Have a good weekend, Perry]

Molokai High School Hana Hou Tuesday
Every Tuesday Molokai High and Middle Schools’ library is open to the public from 2:00 to 8:00 p.m. as part of the 21st Century “Connecting Molokai M’s”
grant. Students and families have access to books, databases, computers, ipads,
ebooks, tutors and refreshments are available to all participants.
Scheduled activities are: Senior Project 2-8 p.m. on 1/31, 2/21, 3/6, 4/10, 5/1
Grades and Assignments Online for Molokai High School Students!
Students and parents can access class assignments and grades at
www.engrade.com/molokaihigh. User id and password to students' accounts were
given to students on August 10, 2011 in advisory. Parent account information was
sent home with midterm progress reports on 09/01/2011. Grade and assignment
information will be updated on the following dates:
Monday, January 30, 2012
Monday, February 13, 2012
Monday, February 27, 2012
Thursday, March 8, 2012
If you need assistance, please contact Julia De George at 567-6950 ext. 229.

Aloha Parents and Guardians of freshmen students in the
Molokai High Class of 2015!
If you are willing to be part of a booster group for the Class of ’15, please notify Nancy Lawrence, our head advisor (nancy_lawrence@notes.k12.hi.us or 5676950, ext. 278) with your name, telephone number and email address. We need
volunteers to donate snacks and/or to help plan and decorate for class activities as
we progress through our years at MHS.

Molokai High School Drivers Education
NEW
UPDATES!
Please
check
out
the
website
http://molokaihigh.weebly.com/driver-education-program.html for information
regarding driver's education. This web page will provide up to date announcements
as well as prerequisites students need to complete.
Molokai High Class of 2013 Needs Parent Volunteers for Junior Prom
Please help support your child by volunteering to help the Molokai High Class
of 2013 with their very first prom. The Class of 2013 will have their junior prom
on Saturday, March 10, 2012 at Lanikeha Center. We need parents to help with
food, decorations and chaperones. Please call Julia De George at 567-6950 ext 229

Alice in Obamaland
I have to ask this question. Has anyone ever seen anthything like this in
the White House? Does this evoke a feeling of dignity and leadership for the
Presidency of the United States? Does this express concern for the rest of the
Country as people are dying economically? You be the judge:

Every
Wednesday

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.
Your Company is in good company with The M.A.N.

Guns Preserve YOUR Sovereignty !
Enforce the Bill of Rights!
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America’s
Forsaken Promise
A Patriot series by Tinsley Grey Sammons

Former U.H. Student Calls for
AMERICA’S FORSAKEN PROMISE
Resignation of President of
Part VIIII: CRUEL UTOPIAN FOLLY
Khalifa University relating to
(An Open Letter to Peace Officers)
The more numerous the laws, the more corrupt the State. —Tinsley Grey Fraud Complaint at UH Manoa
Sammons (1936)
Sadly, few Americans seem aware that the Declaration of Independence is
America’s primary judicial source. It is the philosophical bedrock upon which
America’s Constitution stands. Any and all power that is repugnant to the principles that inspired the Unanimous Declaration is unlawful and should be eliminated. The worst of the existing unlawful power has been conferred by fraudulent
employment of the Constitution's Commerce Clause. If it can be said that the
Constitution has an Achilles' heel, it is surely the Commerce Clause. In spite of the
philosophical clarity of ourConstitution, subsequent judicial interpretations by
politicians called judges support and perpetuate the legal fraud that is now being
imposed on the Many for the financial benefit of the Few.
Since fraud and its consequences are intrinsically criminal, it is unfortunate
that peace officers are called upon to participate in judicially approved crime.
Compelled by legislative and judicial fraud, the peace officer must face the outraged, and sometimes enraged, victims of unjust laws—laws that are created and
underwritten by career politicians, legislating lawyers, and judges. These so-called
servants of the People systematically violate their oath to defend the Constitution,
which is supposed to be the fulfillment of the non-amendable promise known as:
The Unanimous Declaration.
More than anyone, peace officers should despise the legislating looters and
judicial despots who create and underwrite unjust laws. It is the peace officers who
must do the dirty work of enforcing each law for better or worse. It is the cop who
must be the highly visible bad guy in the public eye. It’s the cop who must sometimes put his life on the line while politicians responsible for the perpetuation of
many unjust laws safely reap financial benefits far in excess of a policeman’s modest pay. It’s the cop and not the legislators and judges who must face his fellow
Citizens with the consequences of the Establishment’s cruel Utopian Folly. Where
are the affluent juris doctors and sweettalking politicians while the lowly cop
patrols the killing fields in American cities?
Officer, you too are a Citizen subject to the equal protection of the laws. As
such, you should carefully consider the incremental increase in unlawful power
wielded by the increasingly evil Judicial Industry that you now serve at the
expense of ordinary working folks—folks who once trusted you to protect their
unalienable right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness and all rights philosophically derived therefrom.
A peace officer’s modest income is usually much less than that of the legislators, judges and other lawyers who are the major beneficiaries of the unjust statutes
now ruthlessly imposed on his fellow Citizens. Today, unjust laws support an enormous Judicial Extortion Racket, and it is the police who are required to make and
retrieve the kills for the law-privileged parasites to financially devour. THEY prosper by sacrificing YOUR honor, decency and self-respect.

PAIN, PROHIBITION, and PLUNDERING
Why do adult Americans insist that their Government treat them like children?
Following shoulder surgery that was a little more than fifty percent successful, I
continue using hydrocodone for pain control. If I choose to replenish my supply
legally, I must periodically make a thirty-mile round trip in order to get expensive
written permission from a de facto agent of the State called, a doctor. In my case
he's a seemingly disinterested pain control expert who has absolutely no way to
determine whether or not my pain is real . . . and likely does not care beyond avoiding outrageous legal consequences.
The Controlled Substances Act is clearly a contravention of the spirit of the
nonamendable Unanimous Declaration and the spirit of the Bill of Rights as well.
In addition to effective pain control, the Hydrocodone I ingest actually makes me
feel good, a real perk for a weary retired Geezer with a body worn by decades of
labor. But I wouldn't divulge that to the doctor since self-medicating to feel good
is frowned on in America. In fact, I'm convinced that drug manufacturers deliberately eliminate the feelgood inherent in some drugs to discourage individuals from
using them recreationally. Hydrocodone sold in America is unnecessarily adulterated with acetaminophen which does nothing more than introduce unnecessary
toxicity. So then, from the prohibitionist's point of view, it's okay to be disease and
pain free but it's not okay to feel good while you're doing it. This is considered so
important to those who insanely perpetuate the War on Self-medicating and
Chemical Self-pleasuring that drug manufacturers are willing to risk a user’s health
by increasing the toxicity of their product(s). Are all the lawyers in America
asleep? C’mon guys, initiate those lawsuits before folks wise up and unite in
Justice Fellowships, then file Sui Juris, thereby leaving you out of the financial
loop.
Why is an adult American – a citizen of what was once considered the most
free nation in the world – forced to get permission from an agent of the State to
purchase that which ought to be honestly labeled and available on the free market
at a reasonably competitive price? Why should an outrageous and unnecessary de
facto broker's fee, along with prohibition costs, be added to the cost of relief?
Cui bono? Indeed, who benefits? When subjected to critical thinking, it
becomes clear that the stupidly Utopian War on Drugs has degenerated into an
institution that does nothing more than provide political distraction and financial
fodder for opportunists and parasites on both sides of the law. Frederic’ Bastiat’s
term Plunder by Law fits the Drug War perfectly.
The Drug War is fueled with exaggerations, sensationalism, half-truths, lies,
and unfounded fears. Adult Americans would be wise to muster the resolve necessary to disabuse themselves of this dreadful precedent for unlawful government
power.

[part X EVIL-CREEP Choosing to be Ruled by a Lesser
Evil begins page 23 next week MANonline ]
==================================================

Dear Khalifa University Board of Trustees:

The purpose of this communication is to call for the resignation of Tod A.
Laursen, President of Khalifa University. In essence, Dr. Laursen proved through
his inaction regarding the David Delmar Robb scandal that he is a detriment to the
best interests of Khalifa University.
Subsequent to being informed and presented with credible documentary evidence and sources regarding the (1) criminal and (2) unethical misconduct of fellow administrator, David Delmar Robb, Laursen willfully neglected to competently investigate Robb and take the appropriate remedial action. Robb is currently the
chief custodian of records at Khalifa University (i.e., the registrar).
President Laursen's failure to act in the Robb scandal is on all fours with
the recent Penn State University scandal. Specifically, in the Penn State abuse
scandal, senior-level administrators failed to competently investigate misconduct
by university employee, Jerry Sandusky. In the Khalifa University scandal, seniorlevel administrators, including President Laursen, failed to competently investigate
fellow US administrator, David Delmar Robb, for high crimes and misdemeanors
constituting sufficient justification for Robb's removal from office and further contact with students. Furthermore, in the Penn State abuse scandal and cover-up, the
university's board of trustees decided correctly to terminate its own president for
incompetently mismanaging the Sandusky abuse case. Therefore, Khalifa
University trustees should also decide correctly to terminate its own president for
incompetently mismanaging the Robb abuse case.
****
The Robb scandal began at the University of Hawaii at Manoa located in
Honolulu, Hawaii during the 1990s when Robb was the director of admissions and
records. Robb's criminal and corporate-like administrative fraud included (1)
knowingly (2) falsifying documents and records (3) with the intent to impede and
mislead state and federal investigations into his office (4) to conceal culpability of
a longtime girlfriend and co-administrator (5) for misdemeanor government
records tampering.
Following the whistle being blown on Robb's office at the University of
Hawaii, Robb went rogue and deviated from industry-wide protocol. Namely, after
the filing of a complaint with university authorities against Robb's office for
malfeasance, Robb began a campaign to destroy the student whistle blower by
repeatedly contacting the student's workplace, recriminating with an invalid counter-complaint against the student, and threatening the student with harm.
Ultimately, in an irregular act of unfettered discretion and abuse of office under the
color of law, Robb halted the student whistle blower's officially certified and verified graduation paperwork in a retaliatory act and unsuccessful effort to coerce a
recantation from the student in exchange for the student's diploma.
Inquiries, investigations, and intense scrutiny snowballed to the point where
Robb had no alternative but to resign.
Robb spent his entire career at the University of Hawaii at Manoa prior to the
scandal that forced him out. He obtained his BA, MA, and PhD from the
University of Hawaii. After graduation, he became an administrator at the
University of Hawaii. He was above the law on campus. When the university's
executive administration learned of Robb's outrageous and scandalous misconduct,
like other recent institutional scandals involving abuse by those in a position of
trust such as the Catholic Church and Penn State, it attempted to cover up the dirty
details and shift liability away from the institution.
****
Apparently a double standard is at play here: one for faculty, staff, and students on the one hand; and one for administrators on the other hand. For instance,
Khalifa University faculty member, Ms. Claudia Kiburz, was fired by university
administrators for expression, speech, and communication--all non-criminal acts.
Yet, notwithstanding credible and substantial documentary and circumstantial evidence clearly and convincingly proving Robb's serious administrative crimes and
unethical misconduct, he remains in office at Khalifa University with impunity.
Khalifa University faculty, staff, and student leadership must unite in solidarity and
demand the resignation of President Laursen for denial of fundamental civil rights
and perpetuating global injustice.
Sincerely, David A. Mihaila,
Former Senior at the University of Hawaii at Manoa
====================================

“Political Parties are likely in the course of time and things to
become potent engines by which cunning, ambitious and unprincipled men will be enabled to subvert the power of the people and to
usurp for themselves the reins of government. ”
—George Washington
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Yes, lots of evidence points to
Kenya as Obama/Soetoro's birth place,
not Hawaii.
Lots of evidence shows the
Obamagang is motivated by a lawless
hostility toward the Constitution for the
United States of America the Supreme
Law of the Land; applies race biased
invidious discriminatory animus
toward middle class and poor

Caucasians; and, exempts his cohorts
from the equal enforcement of the law
to effect a power shift away from
Constitutionally limited government in
republican form by We The People to
incrementally effect a race/sectarian
biased Marxist socialist dictatorship
under color of law, i.e., “fundamentally
change America” as Obama promised
he would do.
Obama should be immediately
arrested for TREASON, War Crimes,
Fraud, etc. etc. along with all his Czars
and attorneys and justice obstructing
federal judges and complicit members
of Congress and Senate, and Bush
I&II, and Clintons B&H, Pelosi, Reid,
and State of Hawaii governors Linda
Lingle, Neil Abercrombie, DNC,

RNC, militant Black Panthers,
Zionists, and Neo-Cons. If not, USA
is on the fast track to 3rd World Order.
Bloger Koos is right: White voters let their self-hatred and white coolie
guilt overrule good sense and good
judgement when they voted for this
slimeball
illegal
alien
fraud
Obama/Soetoro, and his cabal of farleft Israel-first and Muslim Black
Nationalist enemies of the Constitution
and the natural born American Citizens
and good legal immigrants. You
deserve Obama government, unless
you repent to God and take immediate
action to correct this Constitutional crisis as is our DUTY as described in our
1776 Unanimous Declaration !
George Peabody, editor since 1984.

